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Raymond Concrete Cylinder Piles in Arabian Gulf
P. D. Engeling
Manager Foundation Department, Raymond Kaiser Engineers Inc.

R. F. Hayden
Project Engineer, Raymond lntemational Builders, Inc.

R. A. Hawkins
Project Engineer, Raymond Kaiser Engineers Inc.

The primary purpose of this paper is to present a case history of the main events which occurred in
the design and construction of the Ju'Aymah Trestle. The load testing program was an essential and
very interesting part of that history, and as such it will be discussed in this paper. However,
the entire load test results will not be presented as this data has already been published in
Foundation Facts, (1979) Raymond International Builders, Inc. periodic technical publication. We
will present both the successes and failures which occurred in design and construction and will try
to explain the reasons why some procedures were succussful and others were not.
INTRODUCTION

All trestle components were plant manufactured
under strict quality control and assembled
onsite (Fuller 1979).

The Ju'Aymah LPG Pipeline Trestle supports two
36 inch diameter LPG pipelines, several
smaller pipelines, and an access roadway.
This 54 foot wide trestle links a new onshore
gas gathering and processing plant on the
eastern Saudi Arabian coast with a two-berth
loading platform for deepwater tankers, six
miles offshore and in water depths to 85
feet. Raymond International mobilized a large
fleet of marine equipment and established a
manufacturing facility at Ras al Khaimah in
the United Arab Emirates for production of the
Cylinder Piles and other concrete trestle
components required for this 240 million
dollar project (Fuller 1979).

The general location of the trestle is shown
on Figure 1. Water depths varied from 10 feet
on the near shore end to 85 feet where the
trestle tied in with the tanker terminal,
which was constructed as a separate projec~.
Test piles were located between two and three
and one-half miles offshore in water depths
ranging from 21.8 to 34.5 feet.

The marine fleet was headed by the Regulus,
the largest jack-up universal pile driver in
the world, equipped with a 350-ton capacity
crane handling pile driving leaders ten feet
square and two hundred feet high. Other major
marine equipment included the 350-ton capacity
heavy lift barge Vega, the jack-up barge
Loretta equipped to predrill and drive 54-inch
plumb piles, and the jack-up barge ~
Marthens equipped to make soil test borings
and predrill at both 54 and 66 inch diameter
piles at two bents simultaneously. The
balance of the marine fleet consisted.of crane
barges, grout plant barges, various barges for
transporting concrete components from Ras al
Khaimah to the jobsite (a distance of about
380 miles), tugboats, service boats, crew
boats, etc. (Fuller 1979).

ARABIAN

GULF

SAUDI
ARABIA

Design of the trestle began in mid-1977 and
installation of trestle components including
the Cylinder Piles was completed in mid-1979.
In the twenty-two months it took to complete
the work, over 1500 Cylinder Piles ranging in
length from 85 to 160 feet were installed,
along with almost 300 pile caps and 900
prestressed girders spanning 120 feet each.
The cylinder piles served also as piers
extending to the base of the precast pile caps
some 28 feet above the waterline. These two
units were mated using cast-in-place plugs.

Figure 1.
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Site location.

The project proceeded in several phases a).
Initial site investigation program7 b) Des1gn,
including pile installation procedures and
structural design; c) Mobilization and initial
attempts at pile installation7 d) Modification
of pile installation procedures in accordance
with conditions revealed by construction
activities7 e) Concurrent verification (pile
load testing) of modified pile installation
procedures and completion of pile installation, cap setting and girder installation.
Discoveries made during the intital attempts
at pile installation revealed several interesting aspects of the Arabian Gulf carbonate
soils and rock which when recognized and applied resulted in more practical and efficient
pil~/ installation procedures.

This investigation revealed surficial materia:
in the first twenty near-shore borings in water depths to 36 feet generally consisting of
a limestone caprock. This vuggy limestone wa1
generally described as moderate to hard with
unconfined compressive strengths from 500 to
13000 psi (pounds per square inch) and var~ed
in thickness from 0.5 to 12 feet. Underly1ng
the limestone caprock, and found at the surface in the far offshore borings, was a material identified as calcareous or carbonate
silty fine sand. These sands wer: tho~ght to
be a predominately granular mater1al w1th som•
thin cemented seams and layers. Standard Pen
etration Test values (N values) ranged from 7
blows per foot to refusal, with an average of
about 60 bpf.

As part of the engineering staff assembled for
the project, the authors participated in a
largely unforeseen, but massive site engineering effort during phases. (b), (c), (d) and (e)
of the project. This effort included evaluation of pile installation procedures, supervision of an extensive construction phase site
investigation to collect soil/rock information, completion of the field load test program and development of final pile installation approval criteria.

Underlying the granular stratum generally 50
to 70 feet below the seafloor was stiff to
hard clay or silty clay. This clay was.described as containing silt seams and sllckensided failure planes with some inclusions of
dolomitic limestone. Unconsolidated Undraine
triaxial compression tests revealed strengths
generally greater than 3 KSF (kips per square
foot). In the area further offshore, the
limestone caprock layer was not present. The
profile in this area consisted of calcareous
and carbonate sand, silt, and cemented carbonates overlaying stiff to hard clay and silty
clay.

INITIAL SITE INVESTIGATION
The original exploration program was executed
by a reputable geotechnical consultant using
procedures considered to be good state-ofthe-art practice. This investigation consisted of soil borings drilled to penetrations between 50 and 105 feet at 1000 foot intervals
along the trestle alignment. The purpose of
this work was to determine soil stratigraphy
and physical properties for use in foundation
analysis and design. The investigation revealed a predominately carbonate profile consisting of reef limestones, carbonate sands
with erratic cementation, carbonate silts, and
clays of various strengths.

PRELIMINARY PILE DESIGN
Evaluation of the soil borings led to a division of the trestle alignment between 6000 a~
7000 feet out from shore into a near shore
portion (Borings 1-6) and an offshore portio~
(Boring 7 and out). Foundation d7sign 7ffo~t
and development of pile installat1on cr1ter1a
were concentrated on the "better understood"
offshore portion. The remaining shallow,
near-shore portion (first 6 borings) was
placed on hold awaiting results from further
geotechnical investigation involving ten additional borings. These borings were to be
used to better define the much more extensive
depths of cemented carbonates and reef limestones revealed in borings 1 through 6. Thes
deeper cemented materials varied in strength.
from 105 to 3513 psi and were found to extenc
35 to 70 feet below the seafloor. In some
cases these materials contacted the lower
stiff to hard clays, and often contained alternating layers of uncemented or poorly cemented carbonate sands.

The first six near-shore borings in water
depths less than 12 feet were made using submersible, diver-operated, rotary drilling
equipment. Soil samples were taken predominately with the 2-inch Standard Penetration
Sampler at 10-foot intervals by driving with
standard energy. Well cemented or lithified
soils were cored with a BX-double-tube core
barrel.
Borings seven through thirty, in water depths
to 78 feet, were drilled using wire line techniques with rotary rigs mounted on moored
floating vessels. Soil samples were generally
obtained using a 2-inch split barrel or 2
1/4-inch thin-walled sampler driven with a 175
lb. weight dropped approximately 5 feet. A
BX-double-tube, core-barrel sampler was used
to obtain cores of carbonate rock materials.
The number of blows and penetration achieved
for each sample were reported on the boring
logs for driven samples and percent recovery
and Rock Quality Designation (RQD) given for
cores of rock.

Pile design and installation criteria for thE
off-shore portion were based on an evaluatior
of the pile capacity anticipated in the carbonate materials below the sea floor caprock!
and on the anticipated difficulty of driving
cylinder piles through these materials. It
was initially assumed, based on the reported
rock strengths, that cylinder piles could no1
be driven for any significant penetration in1
the upper cemented carbonate material and th<
the lower uncemented/weakly cemented calcare·
ous and carbonate materials would be easy to
penetrate. Static capacity calculations bas1
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on the premise that skin friction and end
bearing in carbonate sands would not be
sufficient, set the tone for a design
requiring penetration to and into the lower
clays (Angemeer, et al, 1973 and 1975;
McClel.land, B. 1974).

penetrations planned in this area were on the
order of 85 feet. Drilling to between 50 and
60 feet was anticipated. These initial installation attempts, according to planned procedures, produced some suprising results.
Piles placed in 55 to 60 feet deep by 60 inch
diameter holes ran between 20 and 24 feet.
This indicated that the surrounding material
caved and partially filled the hole. Driven
penetrations between 30 and 38 feet were accomplished at penetration resistances in the
range of 30 to 80 bpf using the Raymond 40x
hammer (80,000 ft-lbs). These penetrations
terminated with a fairly abrupt increase in
penetration resistance, resulting in refusal
at between 180 and 200 bpf within the predrilled hole. Three piles in the first 4-pile
bent attempted, refused between 3 and 10 feet
above the bottom of the predrilled hole. One
pile drove 2.5 feet below the hole into the
lower clay stratum. All piles refused between
22 and 33 feet short of plan tip elevation at
driving resistances 20 to 33 percent higher
than the maximum required at final penetration.

Installation criteria provided for oversized
predrilled holes to effect penetration through
the sea-floor caprocks and near sea-floor cemented materials. Driving with either an
80,000 or 90,000 foot-lb energy (40,000 or
60,000 pound ram steam hammers) to between 150
and 120 bpf (blows per foot) was envisioned.
The cylinder piles were to be outfitted with 5
feet long by 36 inch diameter open end steel
pipe points to aid penetration through thin
cemented layers at depth and into the lower
stiff to hard clays.
The presence of these lower cemented layers
and uncertainties regarding the lower carbonate sands led to substantial disagreement
regarding the depth of predrill below the upper cemented materials. Tension requirements
and lateral load capacity of cylinder piles
placed and driven in 6 inch (on the diameter)
oversized holes were the source of considerable concern regarding the stability of the
drilled hole. In order to provide for both of
these concerns, drilling was to be allowed (as
necessary) in the lower uncemented sands and
the open annulus was to be filled with sand
during driving or grouted after driving if it
did not collapse.

Experience at the next bent was even less encouraging. The first pile in this bent refused at a penetration of 40 feet after 16
feet of driven penetration, terminating with 3
feet of driving at between 300 and 360 bpf
(Raymond 40x @ 100,000 ft-lbs). After several
days of alternate jetting and driving this
pile again refused 9 feet below the predrill
depth, resulting in a 15-foot short-fall with
respect to plan tip elevation. The second
pile in this bent was initially somewhat more
encouraging. Penetration resistances were
held to between 20 and 100 bpf by alternate
application of jetting and airlifting. Penetration to 10 feet below the predrilled hole
was accomplished, again requiring several
days, at which point the 54 inch pile broke
off at the sea floor in approximately 20 feet
of water.

Specifications resulting from the above considerations called for all piles to penetrate
through the carbonate materials. Maximum ultimate axial capacities of 700 tons compression and 280 tons tension were to be achieved
by penetrations on the order of 12 to 30 feet
into the lower clays. Total pile .penetration
would be on the order of 80 to 100 feet.
Piles refusing in carbonate material above the
clays were deemed to have insufficient capacity regardless of driving resistance. These
piles were to be pulled and replaced or be
improved by use of a steel insert pile driven
through the open end point to considerable
additional penetration in the clays.

Attempts to improve penetration by drilling
deeper at subsequent bents were marginally
successful. More penetration was obtained by
removing the 5-foot pipe extension tips and
driving the piles butt end down. This presented a narrower pile wall thickness (5 inches vs 9 inches), hence less displacement
volume, to the carbonate sands within the predrilled hole. Penetrations below the predrilled hole were obtained, however many plles
still refused in carbonate material without
reaching the clays. Those that reached the
clays did not achieve significant penetrations
into the hard clays.

Cylinder piles grouted into oversize holes
were tentatively specified for the first 5000
feet or near shore portion of the trestle.
This would allow utilization of the deeper
reef limestones for pile bearing. Grouted
pen~trations in the rock between 15 and 25
feet were planned using cement grout with a 28
day strength of 4000 psi. After grouting the
pile was to be held motionless for 48 hours.
Finalization of this procedure was to come
after completion of additional construction
phase borings.

Attempts to provide "cleaner" holes and thereby avoid early development of soil plugs within the pile a~d avoid refusal within the predrilled hole by using reverse circulation to
"vacuum" cuttings and loose sand from the
large borings proved only partially successful. This drilling method worked in the well
lithified surface material and in the more
heavily cemented carbonate materials. However, the uncemented sands between the cemented layers continued to be troublesome. These
sands were vacuumed from between the sandwich-

INITIAL PILE INSTALLATION
Pile installation using the drill and drive
approach began just outside the 6000 foot near
shore portion of the trestle alignment. Pile
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ing layers resulting in the collapse of the
nearsurface cemented layers. These materials
sometimes then fell into the predrilled holes
upon bit withdrawal. Pile penetrations in
these cases were not entirely satisfactory.

demonstrated to result in maximum driven pile
penetration. Verification and/or modificatio1
of installation criteria following load test
results was anticipated.
Under this revised approach, m1n1mum pile pen·
etration was reduced to 30 feet based on lateral analyses using P-Y (soil-resistance/deflection) curves developed for poorest soil
conditions of loose to medium sand. Since
predrilling was being permitted, an oversize
hole in cemented materials with the annulus
filled by running sands would be considered
equivalent to or better than this condition.
The minimum penetration was specified to ensure fixity of the pile into the Gulf floor.
Verification by subsequent lateral load testing and/or additional analyses was envisioned. Penetrations less than 30 feet were
to be evaluated on an individual case basis.

Clean holes were provided on a consistent basis using direct circulation drilling and by
pumping a slightly caustic, barite weighted
drilling mud into the hole as the bit was
withdrawn. The drilling mud successfully stabilized the sides of the hole. Piles placed
in these holes, even several weeks after they
were drilled and mudded, often ran to the bottom or within a few feet of the bottom of the
hole. These piles were then driven bE)tween
zero and 30 feet below the bottom of the hole
depending on the material at the bottom of the
hole. Use of this procedure somewhat allieviated concerns about inadequate penetration,
but magnified concerns about lateral and tension capacity of the piles. Those piles which
were especially suspect were the ones which
failed to penetrate more than a few feet beyond the predrilled hole.

Penetration requirements for axial capacity
were to be based on driving resistance criteria which were a function of the pile tip ele·
vation in relation to the bottom of the predrilled hole independent of material type at
the pile tip. Using capacities predicted by
the wave equation for the 54 inch diameter
piles being driven at that time, a driving
resistance of 200 bpf was specified for piles
with tips above the bottom of predrilled hole!
using a hammer delivering a minimum of 80,000
ft-lb of energy per blow. Piles penetrating
below the bottom of predrilled holes were to
be driven to resistances from 100 to 150 bpf
depending upon the amount of penetration belo~
the bottom of the predrilled hole.

INTERIM PILE INSTALLATION PROCEDURES
During the beginning 3 month period of the job
there was little real progress made toward
completion of the pile foundation. Some 80
cylinder piles were driven and none were considered acceptable by the owner's consultants. There were numerous lively meetings
and discussions accompanied. by proposals and
counter proposals regarding modification of
original design pile penetration and installation criteria. It is safe to say that among
the parties concerned, which consisted chiefly
of the owner's engineers, the owner's geotechnical consultants, and the contractor's engineers, the only item agreed upon was that no
one was completely satisfied with anything
that had happened. Additionally, there was
very little agreement as to evaluation of the
causes.

The above criteria applied when minimum penetration for lateral fixity had been achieved.
If the pile were to refuse with the tip above
this minimum required penetration, the pile
was to be jetted or airlifted in order to
achieve the minimum penetration. Grouting of
the annular space around the pile was specified to improve fixity in predrilled holes,
where diver inspection revealed voids in the
annular space.

A major point of disagreement revolved around
high driven capacity as indicated by wave
equation analysis of refused piles and predicted low capacity as indicated by static
capacity analysis based on presumptions regarding friction and end bearing available in
carbonate materials. Experience reported with
13 to 20 inch diameter driven pipe piles in
Australian waters heavily influenced thinking
in the area of static pile calculations
(Angemeer 1973, 1975, McCelland 1974). Wave
equation analysis, however, indicated capacities in the range of 1000 tons. This latter
issue was ~U:rther complicated by several instances of substantial disagreement between
soil profiles suggested by the original test
borings and those suggested by adjacent borings made by the contractor during construction. With preparations for load testing
nearly complete and a wealth of pile candidates for testing at hand, interim pile installation criteria were implemented. These
criteria were drawn from site experience up to
that time and provided for use of techniques

Piles subject to uplift forces were to be installed with the same driving criteria as the
piles subject to axial compression. Tension
capacities were then to be estimated by evaluating the driving record, predrilling technique and soil profile and confirmed by the
load testing program. As possible, a rationaJ
procedure was to be developed for evaluating
tension capacity of driven piles.
Implementation of changed procedures reflecting site experience was aided greatly by an
improved understanding of where and to what
extent subsurface stratum cementation existed. Test boring rigs mounted on each side of
the predrill barge, J. C. Marthens, were initially used for taking borings at every bent
predrilled then later at every other bent as
the job progressed. In addition to filling ir
between the original site borings which were
spaced at 1000 foot intervals, these borings
allowed for more detailed strength determinations. This was possible through the use of
face discharge diamond coring bit equipped
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Compression Tests
Six piles representing_a range_o~ soils, predrilling, and penetrat1on c~nd1t1ons w~re selected for compression test1ng. Relat1vely
standard load testing procedures were used. A
template type structure was used to sup~ort
750 tons of dead weight over the test p1le and
the pile was loaded through a 1000-ton ~y~rau
lic ram. A maintained load procedure s1m1lar
to ASTM D-1143-74 was used. Settlements were
measured using dial gauges and a wire-mirrorscale system. Interpretation of ~h: results
was specified to be done by a mod1f1ed version
of M. T. Davisson's offset procedure.

Due to the absence of caprock and hard limestone in the first 30 feet of penetration, 128
of the 66 inch diameter cylinder piles were
installed near the offshore end of the trestle
without predrilling. The average driven penetration of these piles was about 42 feet with
a range of 25 to 73 feet.
As a result of examination of site driving
experience and extensive use of test drilling
using the coring technique, original presumptions concerning pile capacity and drivability
were found to be exactly the reverse of actual
conditions. Piles could be driven significant
distances through open cemented structures
whereas refusal occured very rapidly in uncemented sands. Driven pile capacities, lateral
and uplift responses still remained to be confirmed by load testing, In the face of this
driving experience there were still individuals who maintained that static capacity analysis using what now appear to be conservative
friction and end bearing values for the soils
and rock at Ju'Aymah should control pile penetration. Piles which refused above design tip
elevation in the carbonate material were
deemed, by those holding to the static capacity approach, to have suffered from premature
refusal. Under such circumstances the results
of the pile load tests were awaited with more
than the usual amount of bated breath.

Results of the pile response in compression
are summarized on Table II. All piles performed substantially better than required except for pile 99C which failed near the required ultimate load. Figure 2 is a plot of a
typical compression load settlement curve.
TABLE II COMPRESSION TESTS

Test
Pile
(a)

97 C(g)
99 C(g)
ll3C
122 c
149 8
155 c

0

0.0

Total Tested

97 • Lateral
Tension
97 c Lateral

Yes

98C Tension
998 lateral

Yes
Yes
Yes

CC~~~Press1on

99C Lateral
Ce~~~pressfon

101 N Tens ton
102. Lateral
102 c LKeral
Joe s Lateral
Tens1o·n
108 c Lateral
ll3 c c..,resston
116 B latert.l
ll6C Litenl

'"'

,..
Yes
No
No

Ho
Ho
No
No

Tensfo111

122
145
147
149
155

c Coqn·ess1o.n
c Tension
c Tensto,n
8 C~nssf.on

c

~rression

No
lk>

No

No
No

l~rh

Predrilled
Depth
(c) (d)

ft.

ft.

106.5
106.5
106.6
104.4(f)
105.7
108.6
102.5
102.l(f)
85.0
98.5
97.0
100.4
100.4
107.1
93.4
95.9
96.2
96.2
107.5
lll.4
112.2
106.3
121.7

55

Penetration
Depth
(c)
ft.

sa.o

3.0

56.5

1.5

62
52
52

56.5
59.3
53.2

4.5
7.3
1.2

33.5
43
43
45

34.7
49.0
47.6
48.4

1.2
6.0
4.6
3.4

45
45.5
38.3
38.3

55.1
50.9
39.7
40.0

10.1
5.4
1.4
1.7

52.0
42.5
56.2
56.2

45
40

47~8

2.8
8.4
8.1
5.6
19.3

59.7
·63.0
62.1
56.7
57.4

42
44
45

~ 0.2

u

Ultflllll1
B.arh
Capactt

0.07
1.62(h)
0.03
0.26
0.10
0.04

>700
700

tons

>600

>700
>700
>700

-~ f3:;- ----

~

..............
0.5

...1

~ 0.6

-- ---

lJJ
(J) 0 7

_,
~-~

400

~ --......
...::::.,

-":..::::

.................

-- --- -

PILE ISl!C

1.0

~~

--.......__

.........

0

--- --.........

'

--- -

3

4

8

-- -'

~~duM<

0.9

0

4

..._

""""--

0.8

al

700

600

500

~::.r~:~ j~_!S- 7

'

1-

~

300

""""" :::--

lJJ

E

\10 ~--=
'- ........

'

~

-"-

'

-- --- -

..

All pfles R~nd S4w1rK:h d1aaeter prestressed concrete cylinDer piles •
IJICludes steel Up where used.
Below Gulf Bottoo.
60-1ncb d1ueter boles. Dr1l11rtg IIUd used for all holes except for piles 97 B and 97 C.
Inc 1udes 3-foat deep crater a-round p t le.
f. Pile butt tri-.d to acc<IIIIIIOdate testing equipt~tnt.
IM:l-udes- 8-foOt. deep crater &rot.rld pile.

b.
c.

..

12

•·

254

~
~
~

16

~
~

~

t
200
24

6

Figure 2. Compression Load vs Pile Settlement
Test Pile lSSC •
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200

!z' 0.4

52.0(e)
5D.B(e)
49.2
49.3
49.3
48.9
sa.3(gl
49.5
49.5
62.0

1

LOAD- TONS
100

~ 0.3

51.4(e)

55

48.4
50.1
49.6
64.3

(J)

Penetration
Length Above
Below
Gu1f
Predrill Depth
Bottom
ft.
ft.

,.,

~

0.1
Tip

0.35
1.07
0.28
0.55
0.48
0.42

0.91
0.90
0.81
0.91
0.91
0.98

0.12
0.16
0.10
0.15
0.18
0.14

1

TABlE I Ju'A,ymah Trestle

Steel

0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50

flet Butt
Sett le.nent
(f)
in.

e. ~~~l!..:~t:t ~i~;i~t~~~~h~ ~~ ~-~ !~~~:~ a~~i;JP ~~d~age position.
f. After maxillllm te$t load applied, held and rerroved.
g. Pile has 5-foot long steel tip. Pile also subjected to lateral load test prior to c001pression
test.
h. Resulting from continued creep during 43.5 hour hold.
f. Loading ~toPPed at 600 tons when bottom test weight developed hair line cra.cks.

Sunnary of Test Pile Data (a)

T.)'Pe Test

700
700
600(1)
700
700
700

r

a. All piles 54-inch 0.0. installed in 60-inch diameter predrilled holes drilling mud used for aJ
holes except for pile 97 C.
b. For pile 113 C load applied by placing test \<!eights directly on pile. For other piles load
applied with 1000-ton capacity hydraulic jack acting against a dead load.
c. Per approved load test acceptance criteria based on maximum settlement permitted in design for
approximate maximun working load.
(
~
d. Per approved load test acceptance criter1a based on Offset Method o::. :-A@:+ 0.15 + Otfp in

The load testing program had to address two
main points. First, the compression capacity
of driven concrete cylinder piles founded in
carbonate material had to be verified. Second, the lateral and tensile response of cylinder piles placed in oversized predrilled and
mud stabilized holes had to be determined.
Selected test pile penetrations ranged from
34.7 to 64.3 feet as summarized with other
data in Table I.

Pile

AI lowed

Notes:

PILE LOAD TESTING

No.

Gross Butt Settlement
At Maximum Test [oaa
At 30o
Actual
Actual
Allowed
(e)
(d)
(c)
in.
in.
in.
in.

Maxilrllm
Test Load
(b)
tons

rension Tests
~ 500 ton capacity derrick mounted on a jackQP barge was used for applying tension test
loads to 7 piles. The 280 ton test load was
applied to the pile by attaching the crane's
nain block to a steel linkage grouted in the
top of the pile.

penetrated only 1.7 feet below the bottom of
the mudded predrilled hole and had an average
net unit ~riction resistance of 849 psf. The
other test piles, with embedments ranging from
48 to 56 feet, had average applied friction
values between 600 and 684 psf. Since none of
these other piles approached failure, their
ultimate pile-soil friction capacity is unknown.

ro prevent eccentric loading of the pile, two
transits placed 90° apart were used to station the center pin at the tip of the crane
~oom over the center of the plumb piles which
~ere tested.
As the boom deflected near the
naximum load, subsequent increments of load
~ere applied by raising the boom rather than
through load lines. The all-electric power of
the crane allowed for smooth operation and
load application without jerking action.

Prior to testing, results from tests on pipe
piles driven into calcareous and carbonate
deposits in the Bass Straits (Angemeer, et.al.
1973) were used for establishing maximum design parameters for friction at this site.

Jpward movements of the test piles were measured with a surveying instrument located on
an adjacent pile bent and reading a scale attached to the side of the pile which was gradQated to 0.01 inches. A secondary check reading was taken with a wire, mirror and scale
system before and after each test.
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Maximum ultimate pull-out capacity required by trestle design.
Haximun test load minus weight of pile.
Below sea bottom. 60-inch diameter holes. Dl"illing IIJJd used for all holes exept pile 97 e.
Below sea bottom adjacent to pile. Includes steel tip where used.
36-inch. diameter steel pipe projecting 5 feet below concrete pile.
Based on approved accepta11ce criterion.
Pile also subjected to lateral load test prior to tension test.
Reflects 3-foot deep crater around pile.
Reflects 8-foot deep crater around pile.

rhe steel tip of pile lOlN penetrated only 1.2
feet below the bottom of the mudded predrilled
hole to a final penetration of 34.7 feet below
the sea bed. As a result of reverse circulation drilling, an 8 to 9 foot deep crater at
that bent reduced the effective embedment to
26.7 feet. The average net unit friction resistance for the embedded length was 480 psf.
Pile 116C with the second least penetration of
40.0 feet was the only pile of the remaining
six which showed results approaching the prescribed failure slope of 0.03 inches per ton
at the ultimate load of 280 tons. This pile

I

2!z

w
r---, 1::::;:

0~
~

260 280

LOAD -TONS

Tension Load vs. Pile Upward
Test Pile 108B.

Lateral Load Tests
The ability of the piles to sustain transverse
wave and wind loading was evaluated with a
lateral load testing program involving five
pairs of adjacent plumb piles driven in oversize predrilled holes. To determine if the
fixity condition of the piles into the seabed
was consistent with assumptions made in performing the structural design of the trestle,
tests were performed to determine the actual
depth to equivalent fixity or depth of penetration necessary for the piles to behave as
255

E

3::::>

With 84 to 96 percent of the embedment of the
cylinder piles tested for uplift capacity in
oversize and mudded predrilled holes, the
above unit friction values were larger than
expected. Diver inspections showed that loose
seafloor sands were filling the annulus around
the piles. Simple experiments on shore had
indicated earlier that while the drilling mud
was able to stabilize the sides of the predrilled holes it would not prevent sands from
dropping in around the pile and filling the
annulus around the piles. Since sand is known
to densify in response to underwater vibrations, it was concluded that wave-induced motion of the free standing portion of the cylinder piles compacted the sand around the
piles.

>280
>280
120
>zao
>280
>280
>280

E
~

These prior test results showed unit skin
friction values for driven pipe piles, without
predrilling, ranging from 65 to 355 psf with
an average of 248 psf.

Ultima.te
Pull-Out
Capacity
(f)
tons
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0.15

Figure 3.
Movement.

Notes:
a.
b.
c.
d.

04

0

::::> 0.10
1-

TABLE Ill - TENSION TESTS

Test Load

°

~

rhe results of the tension load tests are given on Table III and a typical load-movement
=urve is shown on Figure 3. Except for pile
lOlN, all tension test piles sustained the 280
ton load without reaching the ultimate pile
tension capacity. Failure was reached at 120
tons for lOlN when the slope of the load-movenent curve exceeded 0.03 inches per ton as per
adopted testing procedures.

Test
Pile

LOAD- MN
0.20

cantilevers. Cyclic loading was used to check
for any deterioration of lateral soil resistance due to cyclic wave actions on the piles.

TABLE IV - LATERJ'J. TESTS

Distance Load

Test
Pile

To preclude cracking of the test piles, an
allowable maximum bending moment of 900
foot-kips was selected. Structural analysis
established a maximum depth to equivalent
fixity for this moment of 78.5 feet for the
bents tested, measured from a design pile
cut-off elevation +28.5 ft. above mean low
water. Using conventional cantilever beam
theory, a maximum deflection of 2.9 inches at
the level of load application was allowed for
a test load of 11.5 kips.

97
97
99
99
102
102
108
108
116
116

a.

c.
d.
e.

Typical load-deflection curves for one of the
tested piles are given on Figure 4 and a summary of the results is given on Table IV.
Deflections under the specified test load
ranged from 0.87 to 1.35 inches or 34 to 53
percent of the allowable 2.56 inch deflection,
based on the actual points where the load was
applied and deflection measurements were taken. After removal of the maximum test load
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1.01
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1.00

1.32
1.34
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1.23
1.46
1.50
1.28
1.28
1.13
1.25

0.18
o. 15

o.os
o. 17
0.04
0.17
0.22
0.23
0.02
0.09

All piles installed in 60-inch diameter predrilled hOle. Drilling mud used for all holes
except for piles 97 8 and 97 C.
~=~~da~aft~~~~med point of fixity and a maximum allowable bending rroment of 900ft-kips~;·

f.

Piles at each bent tested in pairs by both pushing them apart and pulling them together.
Based on free head pile and actual points of load application and deflection measul"ements.
Resulting fran both push and pull tests initial loading.
After removal of initial loading.

g.
h.

Pile also subjected to tension test following lateral test.
Pile also subjected to canpression test following lateral test.

Lateral testing of five pairs of plumb piles
confirmed general use of 30 feet minimum penetration for "fixity". The data obtained was
also useful for evaluation of lateral stability in cases where 30 feet of penetration was
not obtained. Several piles were accepted on
this basis. Recent re-evaluation of these
lateral test results using a lateral computer
analysis best match test results when the upper cemented carbonate layers are modeled as a
cohesive material having a shear strengh of
100 psi. Previous evaluations using an assumption of cohesionless material with an angle of internal friction as high as 45 degrees
for the "P-Y" curves overestimated pile head
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He:t Butt

The minimum penetration required to resist the
maximum ultimate uplift load of 280 tons was
established at 40 feet. Skin friction estimated from the site test results was used to
determine penetration for piles receiving less
than the maximum tension load. Friction values were taken from the tension tests which
showed the greatest movement during testing.
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Specified
Test Load

Results from the load test program basically
confirmed the interim procedures. Required
driving resistances for compression piles were
adjusted downward somewhat and allowance was
made for individual piles not receiving the
maximum design load. These criteria were developed using results of wave equation analysis. An additional factor of safety of 1.25
was applied to the required ultimate driven
capacity in establishing wave equation based
driving criteria.

70

14

Big)
c h)
B
C(h)
B
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Specified

LOAD TEST EVALUATION AND FINAL PILE
INSTALLATION CRITERIA

BUTT DEFLECTION-mm
12

(b)

ft.

MaximtJTJ Gross Butt Deflection
Allowed at
Actual at
Actual at

and before cyclic testing the net pile butt
deflections ranged from 0.02 to 0.29 inches.
Recovery rates after cyclic loading averaged
90 percent. In most cases, soil resistance
showed an improvement due to cyclic loading ln
opposite directions, again suggesting that
sand in the pile annulus became more compact
due to pile movements.

Lateral load deflections at the pile head were
measured with a wire, mirror and scale arrangement. Loads were applied in 500 pound
increments with each load being held for a
period of 5 minutes; unloading followed the
same schedule. After the maximum test load
had been removed, cycles to half the maximum
were applied before reapplying the full test
load in both the push and pull modes.

II

Applied

Notes:

Lateral loads were applied to the piles using
a 25 ton capacity double acting hydraulic ram,
a push/pull frame and a dynamometer to measure
the actual load. The dynamometer had a iS,OOO
lb. capacity and was calibrated to 99.5 percent accuracy at maximum load.

403632282420
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Sea Bed
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b.

16

Applied Above

TO
0.8

1.0

1.2
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Lateral Load Test Pile 102C.
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deflections by·about 100 percent. Pile behavior in response to lateral loading appears to
be predominately influenced by the surrounding
cemented material rather than the annular sand
filling.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Some 1500 prestressed concrete cylinder piles,
both plumb and battered, were successfully
installed in the Arabian Gulf carbonate
soils. A drilling and driving procedure was
used to obtain ultimate compression loads of
700 tons and ultimate tension loads as high as
280 tons. Penetration through seafloor reef
limestones and near seafloor materials was by
predrilling of oversized holes and use of
drilling mud for side wall stabilization as
required by site conditions. Pile penetrations ranged to a maximum of 94 feet.
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Pile load testing verified that adequate pile
capacities could be obtained within the cemented and uncemented carbonate soils of the
Arabian Gulf seafloor. Wave equation evaluation of driven piles was found to be a reliable indicator of minimum pile capacity. Tension and lateral load testing indicated that
sufficient friction and lateral support for
piles were developed within the near seafloor
(40 feet) carbonate soil and weak rock formations.
Extensive use of coring techniques provided
valuable insight as to soil and rock strength
and structure not available from test borings
made using a driven sampler approach. The use
of extensive site investigation during the
construction phase of the project coupled with
constant engineering supervision during installation provided a high level of confidence
in the completed trestle at Ju'Aymah, Saudi
1\.rabia.
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